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Submission to Ministerial Expert Committee on Electoral Reform – Bruce Stone 

Others will no doubt emphasise the deception involved in the Premier denying any plans to re-

engineer vote weighting in the Legislative Council’s electoral system then immediately upon his re-

election setting up this committee with an instruction to do just that.  I make no further comment on 

this, except to say that this background substantially reduces the legitimacy of any proposed change 

unless the matter is put to a referendum.   

The existence of this Committee is deeply ironic. The State’s electoral systems have this year given 

the ALP overwhelming control of the WA Parliament. Not only has it formed government through its 

massive majority in the Legislative Assembly (LA) but that government also controls a sizeable, 

disciplined majority in the Legislative Council (LC), the chamber which is the key parliamentary check 

on government. To observers interested in good government the pressing problem is how true 

parliamentary government – that is, government with a reasonable degree of accountability to 

parliament – is to be preserved in such circumstances. I address this matter in the final section of 

this submission concerning the rules about preference distribution for the LC. Those setting up this 

Committee are seemingly oblivious to this problem. Their motivation seems instead to be how they 

might turn their temporary good fortune into something more permanent or at least more frequent. 

This is not to be wondered at; they are politicians whose profession is about winning and holding 

power. But this Committee needs to look beyond the contest for power; its focus must be whether 

electoral system changes can enhance the quality of representation and the ability of the LC to 

perform its vital parliamentary function in our system of government. 

 

Unpacking the Terms of Reference 

The matters for investigation by the Committee need to be more clearly distinguished than they are 

in the examples given in the terms of reference. One has to do with a) the operation of the PR-STV 

voting method and b) the particular ballot design used in conjunction with that method in WA.  

a) PR-STV is a technically candidate-based voting method, so talk of party votes in the terms of 

reference is a little misleading. Leaving aside for the moment the first example provided, in the 

second example Greens candidate Xamon received first preference votes equivalent to 0.51 of a 

quota. She was not elected because in the distribution of preferences from other candidates she was 

not able to attract the many additional votes needed to bring her up to a quota. In the third 

example, Nationals’ candidate De Grussa received first preference votes equivalent to 1.84 quotas. 

Not surprisingly, his surplus votes were largely distributed to a second National candidate who was 
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eventually able to accumulate the relatively small number of preferences from other candidates he 

needed to see him elected last in his region. In the fourth example Liberal candidate Goiran received 

votes equivalent to 1.23 quotas. Not surprisingly, no other Liberal candidate was able to win the very 

large flow of preferences required to build Goiran’s surplus up to an additional quota. All of this is 

simply and uncontroversially explained by the nature of the voting method and the way preferences 

flow in the count.  

b) So, to an extent, is the first example of the Daylight Saving candidate in the Mining and Pastoral 

Region. He benefited from an extremely fortuitous flow of preferences from other candidates. But 

this example raises the important issue of ballot design about which the Committee is asked to 

provide recommendations. Partly in order to facilitate deal-making with regard to preference flows, 

both within the LC and between Houses, the major parties devised an ‘above the line’ option, with 

disguised preference rankings, and provided a strong incentive for voters to choose that option. The 

cartel of established parties were happy to use this system for harvesting preferences from unaware 

voters and hardly anyone noticed or complained, but when micro parties such as the Daylight Saving 

Party found a way of making the system work for them the deceptive, undemocratic character of the 

ballot design was laid bare. The Committee will hopefully appreciate that its task here should not be 

seen principally as finding a way to eliminate micro parties but as how to improve the quality of 

representation in the LC generally – and, in such a way, as to advance the core roles of that 

chamber. 

The second matter raised in the examples given in the terms of reference and upon which the 

Committee is asked to provide recommendations is the unrelated one of the distribution of seats 

across electoral divisions and the desirability or otherwise of equality of numbers of electors in all 

geographical components of the system of representation. It is fairly obvious that this is the matter 

which has mainly motivated the establishment of the Committee. The other matter, that of 

preference harvesting by micro parties, was identified some years ago when Ricky Muir, Motoring 

Enthusiasts Party, was elected to the Senate in 2013 and Liberal Democrat Aaron Stonehouse was 

elected to the LC in 2017. The Senate’s electoral system was changed in 2016 to address the issue 

and there was some mystery about why the Labor government did not initiate action in the last WA 

Parliament. It doesn’t seem too cynical to suggest that this matter has been raised now as a pretext, 

and some cover, for a renewed push on Labor’s ‘one vote one value’ (OVOV) agenda. Hence the 

effort to run the two matters together in the examples. 

In what follows, I address, in the order in which they are presented in the terms of reference, the 

two matters on which recommendations are sought. In my view the first matter is not one on which 
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there is a compelling case for action. The second is important, especially given the current 

parliamentary situation in WA, and requires an approach to reform which departs somewhat from 

the template adopted for the federal parliament.  

 

Electoral Equality and Electoral Zones 

Equality in electoral systems is a slippery concept. The examples in the terms of reference show a 

preoccupation with party representation and the translation of votes for parties into seats won by 

parties. Inequalities between parties in terms of comparisons of seats won to votes won across 

regions are presented as demonstrating deficiencies in the LC’s electoral system. However, that 

system overall delivers far greater equality of party vote shares and seat shares than does the 

electoral system in the LA. This has been true for every election since PR was adopted for the LC in 

1986. We are invited to deplore the fact that the Greens won 7.4% of the vote in North Metropolitan 

but didn’t win one of the 6 seats. But they won a not much smaller proportion of the state vote in 

the LA (97,713 votes, 6.9%) and didn’t win one of the 59 seats there either! Despite being a 

significant electoral force in WA for several decades, the Greens have barely made an appearance in 

the LA while having a regular presence in the LC. Conversely, the seat share of the party with the 

largest vote in the LA is typically inflated well above its vote share, often providing it with a 

constructed parliamentary majority. (In 2021 the ALP’s enormous vote share of 59.92% was greatly 

boosted by the electoral system to give it 89.8% of seats in the LA.) It is ironic, then, that the terms 

of reference imply that proportionality in converting party vote shares into seats is a  fundamental 

democratic principle, yet implicitly endorse an electoral system for the LA which pays no attention 

whatsoever to that principle, while calling for reform of the electoral system of the LC which has that 

principle at its core. Why no call for reform of the LA’s electoral system on grounds of fairness and 

equality?! 

If equality is taken to mean every candidate’s chances of election should be wholly determined by 

the relative number of votes they receive, then, in the case of WA, this would require the whole 

state to be a single electoral district. But, for good (democratically justifiable) reasons, almost every 

geographically large governmental jurisdiction around the world utilises multiple electoral districts. 

And multiple districts mean that the translation of party vote shares into seat shares will depend on 

the geographical distribution of votes and, consequently, will depart from the maximum attainable 

proportionality, or degree of equality between vote and seat shares. Electoral systems, it seems, 

must balance a range of important principles rather than maximizing one. 
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The terms of reference draw particular attention to yet another idea of electoral equality, that of 

electoral districts/regions containing equal numbers of voters. The principle of equal citizenship, 

foundational in a democracy, implies a strong preference for votes of equal value, or that there must 

be strong reasons for modifying that requirement for election to key institutions of government. It 

was successfully argued in 1986 that these considerations required a greater, if not complete, 

conformity with votes of equal value in the electoral system of the LA. It is worth noting, however, 

that it was accepted that the principle should be relaxed in the case of four sparsely populated 

districts.  

It will be suggested by others that it is now time for the LC to be reformed along the same lines; that 

surely there can be no sound argument against extending one vote one value to the other house of 

parliament. But there is a strong argument broadly in favour of the status quo. 

First, it is worth noting that the LC is far from alone in weighting votes by region. Many upper houses 

in democracies depart from equal electoral districts in order to over-represent certain minorities. 

This is most familiar in the case of national upper houses in federations, such as the Senate in ours. 

(It would be interesting to inquire whether the current WA Labor ministry would agree, and be 

prepared to argue publicly, that state representation in the Senate should be determined in 

accordance with relative numbers of electors in the various states.) The Australian Senate was seen 

by some as a model in 1986 when the LC’s electoral system was reformed through the adoption of 

PR. In non-federal France, as well, the Senate is elected through a system which over-represents 

rural areas and small towns. 

Second, since 1986, the LC has clearly taken on the role of representing the political diversity of WA 

society. A bicameral parliament provides an opportunity for different, and sometimes competing, 

principles of representation to be incorporated in the system of government. The single member 

district system of the LA creates a form of principal-agent representation through its 59 local 

members. The LC by contrast better represents minority partisanship such as that reflected in 

support, for instance, for the Greens on the left and the Shooters and Fishers and PHON on the right. 

One reason why there has not been a public outcry against the LA for systematically under-

representing these bodies of opinion is that they have found voice in the LC.   

It is wholly consistent with this role that the LC also over-represents geographically based minorities. 

The government would doubtless argue that the departure from OVOV weakens the democratic 

legitimacy of the LC.  But it is equally open to be argued that the amplification of regional 

representation, in the context of the heavy concentration of the state’s population in the 

metropolitan area and the resulting preponderant influence of metropolitan interests and 
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perspectives in WA government through the LA’s electoral system, adds to rather than subtracts 

from the legitimacy of the LC. 

A frequently voiced argument in favour of non-metropolitan over-representation is that citizens in 

this part of the state generate much of the state’s wealth. This is a poor argument from the 

perspective of democratic values.  It is akin to arguing in favour of a return to property-based 

qualifications for voting rights. Further, the argument tends to misrepresent the character of rural 

and regional WA where a disproportionate number of low income/disadvantaged voters live. 

But there is a sound democratic justification for non-metropolitan over-representation. It begins 

with the recognition that voters do not exist exclusively as individuals but are also part of 

geographically based communities, the latter being especially tangible in non-metropolitan areas. 

These communities are quite diverse, often reflecting the type of economic activity prominent in 

their areas (e.g. grain farming, pastoralism, mining, grape growing/wine making, tourism). Ethnicity 

is also a basis of community in some cases. In particular, there are sizeable and distinctive aboriginal 

communities closely related to the geography of the state. For example, WA’s first Aboriginal MLC, 

Rosetta Sahanna, was elected for the Mining and Pastoral Region at this year’s state election. Ms 

Sahanna is not just an Aboriginal MP but one representing and reflecting the interests and 

experience of Aborigines in the Kimberley, and her Wilinggin people in particular. There would 

clearly be less room for such representatives in an LC whose non-metropolitan representation were 

reduced from 18 to 10 in line with the OVOV principle. It is ironic that this Committee is seemingly 

requested to press in such a direction at a time when, at the Federal level, all sides of politics are 

seemly in favour of discovering a means of giving a demographically disproportionate ‘voice to 

parliament’ to Australia’s tiny indigenous minority.  

While an overwhelming majority of people live in the metropolitan area, government makes and 

implements policy for all WA communities.  So the democratic case for non-metropolitan over-

representation is that, in the circumstances of WA, this is necessary in order that the diversity of 

politically relevant communities, many of which are small in numbers and geographically based, can 

be adequately represented in parliament. Given that, since 1986, the LC has clearly taken on the role 

of reflecting the diversity in electoral opinion in the State, it is appropriate that non-metropolitan 

over-representation continue to be a feature of the LC. 

Implicit in the above argument is that the boundary of the metropolitan area is a politically relevant 

divide with a real social basis. I believe this to be largely true. But to the extent that it arbitrarily 

discriminates between certain geographically contiguous populations on either side of the boundary, 

it at least has the advantage that it is defined objectively and largely independently of partisan 
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politics. It is not easy to think of a better boundary to draw if the electoral system is to continue to 

have zones, as is argued here. 

None of this is to say that there should be no change to the boundaries of regions or the number of 

members to be returned from the various regions. I don’t believe there is a good case for changing 

the balance, or relative vote weighting, between the two zones. However, the LC is arguably 

undersized for its important accountability functions, especially those involving committees, and 

there is also probably a case for bolstering representation in regions which have experienced 

relatively high population growth. Prior to the most recent enlargement of the LC, the two zones 

each contained regions returning 5, 5, and 7 members. In line with this previous differentiation of 

regions, an additional seat (or seats) might beneficially be added to the South West and, probably, 

North Metropolitan Regions (or one each to the North and South Metro) to give each zone 6, 6, and 

7 MLCs or 6, 6, 8 (or perhaps Metro 6,7,7). An additional design consideration in the cause of 

diversity of representation is that, in determining the number of MLCs per region, there should 

where possible be a preference in favour of odd over even numbers.1 

 

Preferences and Micro Parties: The Issue of Ballot Design 

It is important to correctly identify the problem here. I submit that micro party success is more a 

symptom than the problem. In my view micro party representatives, in themselves, are no bad thing, 

especially given that they must necessarily only ever be present in very small numbers. Their success 

is somewhat akin to choosing a couple of MPs by lot, a mode of recruitment which has a respected 

ancient lineage. In practice, those elected to the Senate and the WALC have undoubtedly added to 

the diversity of representation in those chambers and, seen from a distance at least, have been 

conscientious in carrying out their duties. Further, that they know they have little chance of winning 

a second term gives them a useful measure of independence in carrying out their duties. 

Two issues with micro parties have been identified in public debate: representatives have been 

elected with miniscule numbers of first preference votes, and their election is a product of voters 

being induced to vote ‘above the line’ for a list about whose ordering they generally have no 

knowledge. However, they are a symptom because they are a product of ‘above the line’ voting, 

with voters allocating their preferences in ways that are strictly controlled by parties. The 

Commonwealth government addressed the issues in 2016. Subsequently, voters were required to 

                                                           
1 C. Sharman ‘The Senate, Small Parties and the Balance of Power’, Politics 21, 2, 1986, pp. 20-23;  B. Stone 
‘Small Parties and the Senate Revisited: The Consequences of the Enlargement of the Senate in 1984’, 
Australian Journal of Political Science 32, 2, 1998, pp. 211-18 
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rank 12 candidates if voting below the line; or, if voting above the line, to rank 6 party lists. The lists 

would contain only the given party’s candidates, not as previously all the candidates running for 

election. Micro parties could thus no longer benefit from elaborate deals amongst themselves, 

strictly controlling preference flows to maximize the chances of one of their number reaching the 

quota for election. 

However, this is a partial solution to the more general problem caused by ‘above the line’ voting, 

namely voters allocating their preferences in ways that are strictly controlled by parties. The Senate 

fix retains an incentive for voters to vote above the line (6 boxes to number rather than 12) and 

therefore retains very strong party control over candidates and elected Senators (for whom rank on 

the party list wholly determines their chance of election). Above the line voting also constrains voter 

choice because it forces them to accept the party’s ordering of its candidates.  

I submit that the Committee should address this more general problem in the interests of improving 

the quality of representation in the LC and the ability of the LC to perform its key parliamentary 

functions. The LC has a distinctive and essential role. Unlike the LA, its principal function is not to 

make and potentially break governments. But it shares with the LA the function, vitally important in 

a democracy, of scrutinising the actions of executive government – requiring government to give 

adequate explanations of those actions and, where it is unable to do so, to change course. The 

function incorporates review of legislation put forward by government and scrutiny of government 

administration. It cannot be overemphasized that the LA is largely incapable of performing this 

function as a result of the disciplined party majority typically supporting executive government. This 

makes the ability of the LC – and, more generally, upper houses in all Westminster democracies – to 

perform this constitutional role critically important for democracy. And the electoral system in 

general, and ballot design as part of that system, has a major say in whether or not it will have that 

ability. 

I suggest that the Committee recommend eliminating ‘above the line’ (i.e. party list or ticket) 

voting, and make below the line voting less onerous for voters by reducing the minimum number 

of preferences to be allocated to something like the number of seats to be filled. I further suggest 

that adoption of additional changes recommended by the WA Commission on Government and 

described below would be desirable. ‘Above the line’ voting is extraneous to, and corrosive of, the 

PR-STV voting method because it undermines the essential nature of that method as a candidate-

focussed (rather than party-focussed) method which maximizes voter choice of candidates. But it is 

its negative consequences for the operation of the LC which underpins this call for its removal. Party 

list voting is pernicious in the LC because it yokes MLCs to the priorities of executive government and 
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oppositions rather than encouraging them to focus on the core tasks of review of legislation and 

scrutiny of government. 

What I want to say here I have expressed in a book chapter published in 2008.2 I quote from that 

source (at pages 189-191) as follows: 

This voting method [the current WA system, at that time also identical for the Senate] has given 

parties a very high level of control over upper house members of parliament. Major party lists, the 

higher ranked candidates on which are certain to be elected, are often a vehicle for people with party 

machine backgrounds to enter parliament.3 Because of their backgrounds and as a result of their 

extreme dependence on party, upper house members adopt highly party-oriented role perceptions.4 

This affects the performance of their parliamentary roles. Further, there is evidence from the Senate 

that upper house members are induced to concentrate heavily on extra-parliamentary activities 

within, or in the service of, the party. In particular, Senators and their resource entitlements are 

increasingly harnessed to the major parties’ electioneering activities in marginal House of 

Representatives’ constituencies.5 

Upper houses are not justifiable as additional platforms and supplementary resource pools to assist 

governing and opposition parties to campaign for executive office. To play their key roles of 

legislative review and scrutiny of the executive as effectively as possible, they require members with 

role orientations quite different from the slavish devotion to major party electoral imperatives which 

current electoral rules seem to encourage. In particular, members should be strongly focussed on 

intra-parliamentary activities and they should be more rather than less independently minded than 

members of lower houses. Most members of upper houses are, and will continue to be, elected under 

major party banners. Multi-member districts are less conducive to the election of independents than 

single member districts and the representation of minor parties is limited by their modest levels of 

support, if not by district magnitudes. Even if it were possible to create chambers of independents 

along the lines of the Tasmanian Legislative Council, it is debatable whether the parochialism which 

is inevitable in representatives of single member districts is desirable in a chamber with a broad 

                                                           
2 B. Stone, ‘State Legislative Councils – Designing for Accountability’, in N. Aroney, S. Prasser, J.R. Nethercote 
Restraining Elective Dictatorship: The Upper House Solution? (UWA Press, 2008), pp.175-95 
3 D. Farrell and I. McAllister, ‘Legislative Recruitment to Upper Houses: The Australian Senate and House of 
Representatives Compared’, The Journal of Legislative Studies, 1, 2, 1995, pp. 243-63; P. van Onselen, ‘Pre-
Parliamentary Backgrounds of Australian Major Party MPs: Effects on Representation’ Journal of Legislative 
Studies 10, 4, 2004, pp. 84-106. 
4 D. Studlar and I. McAllister, ‘Constituency Activity and Representational Roles among Australian Legislators’, 
Journal of Politics, 58, 1, 1996, pp. 69-90. 
5 Van Onselen Pand W. Errington ‘Shock Troops: The Emerging Role of Senators in House of Representatives 
Campaigns’, Australian Journal of Political Science 40, 3, 2005, pp. 357-71 
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review function. What is arguably needed is an incentive for parties to seek out suitable candidates 

for distinctive upper house roles and, further, a greater capacity on the part of members to use their 

talents independently of party.  

An argument along these lines was also made some years ago by the Western Australian Commission 

on Government,6 as part of its wide-ranging review of the machinery of governmental accountability 

in Western Australia. The Commission recommended that the WA Legislative Council adopt the Hare-

Clark voting method. This would mean doing away with the party list option on the ballot paper and 

restoring a better balance of emphases between candidates/members and parties in the 

electoral/parliamentary process. Candidates would be grouped by party, as at present, but their 

order within party lists would be rotated across ballots so that each would occupy any given position 

in the order on the same number of ballot papers as any other candidate. Election to an upper house 

would no longer be the gift of a major party, as it is currently for top ranked candidates, but would 

reflect, to a significant extent, voters’ judgements about individual candidates. Unlike the Senate’s 

electoral rules before 1983, party labels would appear on the ballot. However, under Hare-Clark, 

‘how to vote’ cards would not be permitted. Thus voters would be informed about the party 

association of candidates but not about the party’s ranking of candidates. Finally, the task of filling 

out the ballot would be made manageable for voters by making the allocation of preferences 

optional beyond a number equal to the number of candidates to be elected. Optional preferences 

would also prevent established parties from automatically benefiting from a ‘trickle down’ of votes 

where voters would prefer not to preference them.  

Under this set of rules, party would continue to be important, but less so. Moreover, the influence of 

party would be less likely to skew the roles and role perceptions of members away from those 

required for an effective upper house. There would be greater scope in the electoral process for the 

personal characteristics of candidates to affect outcomes, parties would have a greater incentive to 

seek out candidates with high voter appeal, and candidates may well see value in appealing to voters 

on the basis of their suitability for specialised upper house functions. Further, major party 

representatives in upper houses may be less available to be deployed as resources for lower house 

campaigns, not only because they would be somewhat less dependent on party but also because they 

would have to campaign for their own re-election, something that is not currently necessary for 

members assured of a high position on the party list. 

What is needed, in short, is an LC that a Malcolm McCusker might be interested in being elected to 

rather than one which requires the constant subordination of every ability and interest to loyalty to 

                                                           
6 Western Australian Commission on Government, Report No. 1, Perth, 1995. 
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party and pursuit of executive office. Reform of ballot design as described above would make a very 

significant contribution to improving both the quality of representation in the LC and the ability of 

the LC to perform its distinctive and vital accountability and review functions. Under the scenario of 

an LC reformed in this way, a governing party with majorities in both houses need not result in a 

government completely freed of parliamentary constraint – as is currently in prospect in WA – 

because the greater independence of the LC would help preserve a measure of that separation of 

legislative and executive power which is essential for accountable government. 

 

Dr Bruce Stone 

Honorary Research Fellow in Political Science 

  


